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NOTATION

A Aspect ratio, b/lm

b Beam of planing surface, ft

Cf Skin-friction coefficiert

C is Lift coefficient based on principal wetted area,
A/lt SV2: alto, Cl equals CT + CL_

CLL Lifting line term in expression foi CUS

CL Cross-flow term in expression for CLS

CLb Lift coefficient based on beam of planing surface,

A4p V2 b2

CLp Lift coefficient based on center-of-pressure location,

P Vlp

F V  Froude number based on volume of water displaced at rest,

any consistent units V/ gvl/3

g Acceleration due to gravity, 32.16 ft/sec
2

lm  Mean wetted length (distance from aft end of planing surface

to the mean of the heavy spray line), ft

1 Center-of-pressure location (measured from aft end of planing sur-

face), ft

1cp Nondien,4onal center-of-pressure location

im

R Resistance of planing bottom, lb

ii



V1
Reynolds number, 

-m

S P.rincipal wetted area (bounded by trailing edge, chines,

and heavy spray line), sq ft

Ss Area wetted by spray, sq ft

V Horizontal velocity, ft/sec

Vm Mean water velocity over pressure area, ft/sec

PAngle of deadrise, deg

p Mass density of water, slugs/ cu ft

Trim (angle between planing bottom and horizontal), deg

Kinematic viscosity, z, ft/sec

A Gross weight (equals planing lift), lb

A X Effective increase in friction a ia length-beam ratio due

to spray contribution to drag

Volume of water displaced at rest, cu ft
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ABSTRACT

This report presents graphs by means of which the high-speed resist-

ance and trim of conventional and stepped planing boats of a wide ran~ge

of sizes and proportions can be determined. Graphs which give guidance in

selecting parameters which will result in optimum planing performance are

also presented. Values for the graphs were obtained from equations for

the lift, center of pressureand resistance of prismatic planing bottoms

which were previously developed by the National Aeronautics and Space

A -; n stration and the David Taylor-Model Basin.

INTRODUCTION

Reference 1 by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

presented semiemperical equations for the pure planing lift and center of

pressure on flat and V-bottom planing surfaces. This reference showed

that there was good agreement between results from the equations and data

from extensive tests of prismatic planing surfaces. Subsequently, ii\

Reference 2, the Taylor Model Basin presented equations (utilizing the'%

NASA equations for lift coefficient and center of pressure) by means of ,,

which 'he resistance of planing boats at high speeds can be calculated.

Comparisons of calculated values of resistance with values obtained from

tests of a model of a representative planing boat showed good agreement.

The graphs of Reference 2 presented values of lift coefficient, center

of pressure, and resistance-displacement ratio (R/A) for trims from 1 degree

to 4 degrees and for values of aspect ratio from 0.3 to 0.6. The values

of lift coefficient and center-of-pressure ratio are applicable for bcats

of any size. The values of R!& were computed for a gross weight of

100,000 lb. By means of the graph of Reference 1 it is possible to make
estimates of the high-speed resistance and trim of large stepless planing

hulls,

* References are listed on page 10



in the present report, graphs of lift coefficient and center of

pressure are ,resented for a more extensive range of trim angles and

aspect ratios (trim angles as high as 10 degrees, and values of aspect

ratio as high as 2.3). Values of resistance-displacement ratio are

given for a similar extended range of trim angles and aspect ratios.

Furthermore, values of R/A have now-been calculated for a number of" gross

weights from 1000 lb to 100,000 lb, and graphs are presented in this

report -viich make it possible to pred-fut the high-speed resistance for

any gross weight within this range. The graphs of Reference 1, on the

other hand, make it possible to make accurate prediction of resistance

only for gross weights in the region of 100,OCO lb.

The graphs have been prepared for deadrise angles of 5, l0, and

15 degrees. 'This is considered to be the practical range for most pur-

poses. The high-speed resistance will be the least witn the least angle

of deadrise. However, in order to attain good directional stability and

good turning characteristics, some deadrise is necessary. Accordingly,

deadrise angles , Less than 5 degrees are considered to be outside of the

practical range.

By means cf these graphs it is possible to make estimates of the

performance " small, medium-sized,and large planing boats of both the

conventional and stepped types. As before, the calculations for the graphs

were made by an electronic digital computer.

It vas found possible, from the graphs of the calculated values of

R/L, to determine planing conditions which would give minimum resistance.

Accordingly, auxiliary graphs were prepared which make it possible to solve

several planing hull design problems in such a way as to achieve optimum

performance.
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DEVELOPMENT OF GRAPHS FOR PREDICTING PEFFOIANCE

The equations given in Reference 1 for the pure planing lift and

• znter of pressure of flat and V-bottom planing surfaces having straight

sections are as follows:

Lift

Lifting line term CLL Cross-flow term CLC

0 .5 ir A ?* 2 ( - - -C cos3 - cos
CIS 1 + A '+cos O..S.

Center of Pressure

C =0.875 CLL + 0.50 CLC

m CLS

Values of CIS were calculated for a -a,3e of val-es of 13

and A, using the first equation. These values are presen-d in the form

of ratios of CLS to ' (in degrees) i Figure 1. Presentation of the lilt

coefficient data in this form, rather than in tl" usual form of CT.S versus

results in graphs which yield greater accuracy when the graphs are

used for . king performance predictions.

Values of lcp/1m were calculated using the second of the above

equations, and are plotted as ordinates in Figure 2, with the ratio lcp/b

as abscissa. The values of lcp/b were dctermined from the selected values

of aspect ratio and the calculated values of lcp/lm by means of the

relationship:

c = im = !e0

b ~ 1a

Equations from which the resistance can be calculated were developed

in Reference 2. The final equations are as follows:

R/L = tan + A A

" t in radians 3



C is given by the first equation in the report, and C. is given as a

function of Reynolds numbers by the 1947 ATI!C friction formulation, as

follows:

0.242
- -loglo Re f

Reynolds n'umber is given by

Re= " Z2cos 3( 1 CL-_
CLS A cos',.cos 13

Both a mathematical expression for, and a graph of, A X are given in

Reference 3. An expanded version of the graph is presented in FigLe 7-

The negative values of A , correspond to the case where the velocity of the

spray has a forward component with respect to the planing bottom, and there-

fore tends to reduce rather than increase the drag. Howpver, we are con-

cerned here with deadrise angles greater than 5 degrees, and in general,

with trim angles less than 6 degreeb; and in this region the magnitudes of

the negative values of L X are not large enough to have important effects

on the resistance.

Values of R/L were calculated for a range of values of 0 , ', and A

(as was the c" e for the calculations of CLS and lcp/lm). However the

ratio of resistance to displacement is a function not only of P , , and A,

but also of the gross weight, A. Therefore, values of R/A were calculated

for gross weights of 1000, 5000, 10,000, 50,000,and 100,000 lb. The values

of R/A for a gross weight of 10,000 lb are presented in Figure 3. These

curves will be put to further use later in the report. The values of R/A

for the range of gross weights from 1000 lb to 100,000 lb are presented in

Figures 4, 5, and 6.
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SAMLE PERFOMICE PREDICTION

Values of the resistanee and trim angle of a planing boat at several

speeds in the planing region can be readily determined by means of the

graphs which *have been presented. The following example illustrates the

process of es ....at.ng the performance, of a typical boat. The dimensions

assumed are as follows:

Displacement (A) 13,000 lb

Length of. boat = 30 ft

Maximum beam over spray strips (b) = 9.5 ft

Average deadrise angle for after half of length (P) = 10 deg

Distance of c.g. forward of transom ( cp) =13.0 ft

The numbered columns below indicate The sequence of the process of

determining the planing performance:

i1 2 13 .4 ' 5 1 6 7 8 9 10 11_ 12

CP I' 13,000 Vfps ',,knots Fp
.deg Im A R/Ai R, CI CLS b2/A SC--]lb 'r ° 0

L.0 .858 ' .626 .344 4466 oo91 oo 1 1 4f 9909 99.5 59.0 7.20
1.5 ' 1

2.0 .843 .615 .171 220-3 .0094 1. 1 7 11712 147 .9

3.0 .829 135 '1755 1 .0097 .0291 2995 --7- 32.4 39=
3.5I__ ]W 1 j39

4.o .816 1.596 .128 1658 1.0100 .0400 151 2i6 63,' 27'4 3.35

___________-________'__ i .
First a number of trim angles are assumed and entered in Colm 1.

Next, the ratio lcp/b is determined. This is:

lcp/b = 13.0/9.5 = 1.37

5
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Then values of the ratio lcp/1m for the different trim angles are

read from Figare 2 and entered in Column 2. The values of 1 cp/1 are

then divided by the constant value of lcP/b to give the aspect ratio.

These values are entered in Co amn 3. Next, values of R/A are read from

Figure 5, and entered in Column 4. Then, multiplying the values of R/A

by the boat displacement (13,000 lb) will give the boat resistance in

pounds. These values have been entered in Column 5.

The resistance is now known, and the remaining calculations are for the

purpose of determining the correspondirg values of speed. The speed is~1
determined by solving for V in the expression CLS = /p S-. 1 p is

assumed equal to 1. Then V2 = 4&/CLs S.

Values of CTB/ are read from Figure 1 and entered in Column 6.

Multiplying by V in degrees gives CIS which is entered in Column 7. Next

S is calculated from the relationship S = b2 /A and entered in Column 8. The

quantity 10,000/SCLS is then computed and entered in Column 9. The square

root of Column 9 gives the velocity in feet per second (Column 10). Speed

in knots has been entered in Column 11, and the dimensionless speed coef-

ficient Fv in Column 12. The resulting values of trim and hydrodynamic

drag are plotted against Fv in Figure 8. --

The graphs for predicting performance which are presented in this

report are valid for the planing region, where most of the load is supported

by dynamic lift. However the:, do not give accurate predictions of perform-

ance at speeds where an appreciable portion of the load is supported by

buoyancy. Previous comparisons of predicted performance with performance

as determined from model tests have shown close agreement beginning at a

speed slightly above the point corresponding to the minimum value in the

curve of predicted resistance. This point at ..ich the predicted values

become valid is indicated in Figure 8.

I6



PLANING HULLS OF OPTDIM PERFORKANCE

The curves of Figures 1 through 3 have been used to construct some

auxiliary graphs which provide guidance for solving planing hull desi.gn

problems. It can be seen that there is a minimwa-resistance point on

each of the curves of Figure 3. These minimum-resistance values have been

plotted in Figure 9 as a function of aspect ratio. R/A has been inverted,

however, to give A/R, or. lift-drag ratio. The values of ' corresponding

to the minimunm-resistance points are also plotted in Figtu-e 9. Figure 9(b)

shows that a 10-degree deadrise planing null can attain a lift-drag ratio of

about 8.5 at values of aspect ratio greater than about 1.3. The trim angle

corresponding to this optimum condition is a little less than 4 degrees. A

hull of the stepped type is required in order to obtain values of aspect

ratio as high as 1.3. Such a hull is under development at the Model Basin.

The resistance of this hull at low speed is only slightly greater than that

of the conventional, qtepless planing boat, and at high rpeed its efficiency

approaches the optimum as indicated by Figure 9. Furthermore, this hull

gives promise of having improved seaworthiness and maneuverability, in

addition to reduced high-speed drag.

The superiority of the optimum stepped hull over a conventional plan-

ing hull can be seen by comparing the optimum drag value from Figure 9 with

the drag of L 2onventional hull, which is shown in Figure 8. The value of

6/R of 8.5 referred to above corresponds to an R/& value of 0.12. The per-

formande values presented in Figures 3 and 9 are not restricted to parti.cular

values of speed, but can be attained at any speed in the planing range. As

an example, the optimum R/6 value of 0.12 can be achieved, by appropriate

design, at a speed corresponding to FV = 5.0. (The corresponding speed

in knots for a boat of any particular size can be determined from Figure 11.)

Figure 8 indicates the value of R/A for the conventional planing boat at F. 5.0

is 0.172.. This resistance value is 113 percent higher than the resistance

value for an optimum stepped hull having the same deadrise angle.

Scveral auxiliary functions are also plotted in Figure 9, by means of

which a number of interesting design problems can be solved. Two of these

7



functions are forms of the lift coefficient. One is CLb, which equals

p V-b 2 , and the other is CLp , which equals p V2 1cp2. There is

a unique value of each of these functions for each of the associated pairs

of values of aspect ratio and T , which correspond to the minimum-

resistance points of Figure 3. The steps involved in obtaining the values

for preparing Figure 9 are indicated in Table I. The auxiliary graphs of

Figure 10 were drawn in order to obxain the values of 1 cp/1m needed for

the calculation of CLp. The values of lcp/b and CLS corresponding to the

minimum-resistance condition are also plotted in Figure 9.

One of the design problems which can be solved by means of Figure 9

is the determination of the width of a planing hull which will give minimum"

resistance when the weight, speed, deadrise, and distance of the center

of gravity forward of the transom are known. From the known quantities, the

value of CLp can be calculated (the distance of the center of gravity for-

ward of the transom is identical to 1,p). Figure 9 can then be entered with

this value of CLp and the corresponding value of lcp/b determined (this is

the value at the same aspect ratio). The value of the beam, b, can now be

calculated. This procedure will be found to be a useful guide in selecting

the width of each of the pontoc~s of a planing catamaran. In this case,

of course, the weight to be used in the calculation is the weight carried

by one pontoon.

If the -atio lcp/b is known for a design, together with the weight,

deadrise, and speed, Figure 9 can be entered, and b then calculated from the

corresponding value of CLb.

A third design problem which can be solved is the determination for

a single-step planing boat of the location of the step for minimum resistance.

It is assumed that the known quantities are the speed, deadrise, width of

planing bottom at the step, and the weight carried by the main forebody plan-

ing surface (this will ordinarily bc about 90 percent of the total weight of

the boat). From the known quantities the value of CLb can be calculated.

Figure.9 can then be entered to obtain the corresponding value of lcp/b.

lcp in this case is the distance between the step and the center of pressure

on the forebody,and knowing the value of 1 cp will now make it possible to

position the step in the optimum location.
8



Table I
THE STEPS INVOLVED IN CALCUIATING THE VALUES

PRESENTED IN FIGURE 9 C 100)

r -Co .- Col.B Col.1  Col-.D I Col.E 'Col.F Col.G Col.l Col.I Coi.j Col1.K

A C Cb ~/R Ic A ,C 1pS 4 '

(Aspect j(Min Is Lbs /1 / m1 1p *P C
ratio):l b.

0.5 .1327 :14.2 .00918 .0386 .0772 7.54 . 8068 '1.613 1.302 .0296.

1.0 .L203 3.9 .01282 .05U00 r,300 8.29 .8295 A.8F .689 .0725

2.0 .1163 3.95 .016617 .065To .0328 8T.35~3 2 1864

Notes:

Values for Col. D are from Figure 1.

Col. F =CLb = a /i PV 2b2 = CL/A

Values for Col. H are from Figure 10.

Col I 1 /b =l /1 .1l/Acp cp m

*Col. K C L = CL/Co1. J

9
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Dimensions
Lenoth:30f
Beam: 9.5 ft

0.3 Displacement: 13,000 lb- - -- -

- Predicted Predicted - - -

performance 
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_

notd, valids

2.0 406.0 8.0

Figure 8 - Predicted Values of Trim and Hydrodynamic Drag for a Typical
Planing Boat
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